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Abstract. We describe all pairs of linear operators that act in spaces of analytic functions in
domains and satisfy the generalized Rubel’s operator equation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
LetG be an arbitrary domain of the complex plane. LetH .G/ denote the space of
all analytic functions in G equipped with the topology of compact convergence [6].
In [14], L.A. Rubel posed and solved the problem of finding all pairs of linear
continuous functionals L and M on the spaceH .G/ that satisfy the relation
L.fg/D L.f /M.g/CL.g/M.f / (1.1)
for arbitrary functions f and g of H .G/. Later, Nandakumar [10] and Zalcman
[15] solved Rubel’s problem in the class of linear functionals on the space H .G/
in different ways. Further investigations related to the description of pairs of lin-
ear functionals on the space H .G/ that satisfy similar relations were carried out by
Nandakumar and Kannappan in [5, 13]. These results and their generalizations were
systematized by Kannappan in [4]. Further studies in this regard has been devoted to
some operator modifications of .1:1/ in classes of operators acting inH .G/ [1,2,11].
In the light of the above-mentioned results there naturally arises the problem of
finding all pairs of linear operators A, B on the spaceH .G/ such that
.A.fg//.´/D .Af /.´/.Bg/.´/C .Ag/.´/.Bf /.´/ (1.2)
for arbitrary functions f and g of H .G/ and for ´ 2 G. In [3] this problem was
solved only for some special classes of linear operators on H .G/. In [7] Rubel’s
operator equation (1.2) was completely solved in the class of linear operators that
act in spaces of analytic functions in domains. Note that all solutions of Rubel’s
equation in the class of linear continuous operators that act in spaces of analytic
functions in arbitrary simply connected domains were described in [8]. The purpose
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of this paper is to determine all pairs of linear operators A and B onH .G/ satisfying
the generalized Rubel’s operator equation
.A.fg//.´/D ˛.´/.Af /.´/.Bg/.´/Cˇ.´/.Ag/.´/.Bf /.´/ (1.3)
for arbitrary functions f and g ofH .G/ for ´2G; here ˛, ˇ are some fixed functions
ofH .G/.
Note that in the case B D 0 we have AD 0. If AD 0 then .1:3/ implies that B is
an arbitrary linear operator on the spaceH .G/. Obviously, we get in these cases that
the set of solutions of .1:3/ in the class of linear operators on H .G/ coincides with
the set of such operators: A D 0, B , where B is an arbitrary linear operator on the
space H .G/. We will assume that A 6D 0 and B 6D 0. We will call the pairs of such
operators nontrivial solutions of .1:3/.
The method of solving of equation .1:3/ depends strongly on the relation between
functions ˛ and ˇ. To solve our problem we will need auxiliary facts and they are
also of independent interest.
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS
Lemma 1. In order that the linear operatorsA andB onH .G/ satisfy the equality
AfBg D AgBf (2.1)
for any f;g 2H .G/ it is necessary and sufficient that
Af D a Cf; Bf D b Cf; (2.2)
where a;b are functions ofH .G/, C is a linear operator onH .G/.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that linear operators A and B on H .G/ satisfy .2:1/.
If A D 0 or B D 0 then A and B are of the form .2:2/. Therefore, we assume that
A 6D 0 and B 6D 0.
Since B 6D 0, there exists g0 2H .G/ such that .Bg0/.´/ 6 0 inG. Let Ag0D a0,
Bg0 D b0. Substituting g D g0 in .2:1/ we get
b0.´/.Af /.´/D a0.´/.Bf /.´/ (2.3)
for any f 2 H .G/, ´ 2 G. Since b0.´/ 6 0 in G and A 6D 0, .2:3/ implies that
a0.´/ 6 0 in G.
Let S D f´ 2G W a0.´/b0.´/D 0g. Then S is an at most countable set. If ´0 2G
and a0.´0/ D 0 then by k.´0/ we denote the multiplicity of the zero ´0 of a0.´/.
Similarly, if ´0 2 G and b0.´0/ D 0, then let l.´0/ stand for the multiplicity of the
zero ´0 of b0.´/. For any ´0 2 S we put
m.´0/D
8<: k.´0/; if a0.´0/D 0 and b0.´0/ 6D 0Il.´0/; if a0.´0/ 6D 0 and b0.´0/D 0Imaxfk.´0/; l.´0/g; if a0.´0/D b0.´0/D 0:
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Let d.´/ be a function of H .G/ such that the zero set of d coincides with S and
herewith the multiplicity of the zero ´0 2 S of d is equal to m.´0/. The existence
of such a d follows from the generalized Weierstrass theorem (see. [9], p. 301). If
´ 2GnS then equality .2:3/ implies that
b0.´/
d.´/
.Af /.´/D a0.´/
d.´/
.Bf /.´/ (2.4)
for any f 2H .G/. Using .2:4/ the definition of d.´/ implies that for any ´0 2 S the
following equality holds
lim
´!´0

b0.´/
d.´/
.Af /.´/

D lim
´!´0

a0.´/
d.´/
.Bf /.´/

;
for an arbitrary f 2H .G/ and notice that the above limits are finite. Therefore, each
point of S is a removable singularity of the functions b0.´/
d.´/
.Af /.´/ and a0.´/
d.´/
.Bf /.´/.
For any f 2H .G/ we put
.Cf /.´/D
8<:
b0.´/
d.´/
.Af /.´/ if ´ 2GnS I
lim
t!´

b0.t/
d.t/
.Af /.t/

; if ´ 2 S:
It follows from the preceding arguments that C acts in the spaceH .G/. The linearity
of C is obvious. Let a.´/ D d.´/
b0.´/
, b.´/ D d.´/
a0.´/
. The functions a.´/ and b.´/ are
analytic on the set GnS and each point of S is a removable singularity of these
functions. Therefore, a.´/ and b.´/ are analytic in G. The definition of C implies
that
.Af /.´/D a.´/.Cf /.´/; (2.5)
.Bf /.´/D b.´/.Cf /.´/ (2.6)
for any f 2H .G/, ´ 2GnS .
Since C acts in H .G/ and a;b 2 H .G/, the equalities .2:5/ and .2:6/ hold for
all ´ 2 G. Thus, A and B are of the form .2:2/. The necessity part is proved. The
sufficiency of conditions of Lemma is obvious. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT
We begin with the case when ˛.´/ 6 ˇ.´/ in G.
Theorem 1. Let G be an arbitrary domain of the complex plane. Let ˛, ˇ be
arbitrary functions of H .G/ and ˛.´/ 6 ˇ.´/ in G. In order that .1:3/ has a non-
trivial solution in the class of linear operators onH .G/ it is necessary and sufficient
that the following condition holds:
˛.´/Cˇ.´/ 6D 0; 8´ 2G: (3.1)
Under condition .3:1/ a pair of linear operators A, B ofH .G/ satisfies .1:3/ if and
only if A, B are defined by one of the following conditions:
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1/ AD 0, B is an arbitrary linear operator on the spaceH .G/;
2/ Af D a
.˛Cˇ/b .f ı /; Bf D 1˛Cˇ .f ı /; where a;b; 2H .G/, b.´/ 6D 0 if
´ 2G,  .G/G.
Proof. Assume that a pair of non-zero linear operators A, B ofH .G/ satisfy rela-
tion .1:3/. Interchanging f and g in .1:3/ we get
.A.fg//.´/D ˛.´/.Ag/.´/.Bf /.´/Cˇ.´/.Af /.´/.Bg/.´/ (3.2)
for any f;g 2H .G/. Equalities .1:3/ and .3:2/ imply that
.˛.´/ ˇ.´//..Af /.´/.Bg/.´/  .Ag/.´/.Bf /.´//D 0 (3.3)
for all f;g 2H .G/, ´ 2G. Since ˛.´/ 6 ˇ.´/ in G, .3:3/ implies that the operators
A, B satisfy .2:1/. By Lemma 1, these operators are of the form .2:2/, where a;b
are some functions ofH .G/, C is a linear operator onH .G/.
Using .2:2/ and .1:3/ we get
a.´/.C.fg//.´/D .˛.´/Cˇ.´//a.´/b.´/.Cf /.´/.Cg/.´/:
Since A 6D 0 and B 6D 0, a.´/ 6 0, b.´/ 6 0 in G and C 6D 0. Therefore,
.C.fg//.´/D .˛.´/Cˇ.´//b.´/.Cf /.´/.Cg/.´/ (3.4)
for all f;g 2H .G/, ´ 2 G. Since C 6D 0, ˛.´/Cˇ.´/ 6 0 on G. Using .3:4/ we
obtain that .C1f /.´/ D .˛.´/Cˇ.´//b.´/.Cf /.´/ is a multiplicative operator on
H .G/ and C1 6D 0. Therefore, there exists a function  2H .G/ such that  .G/ 
G and C1f D f ı [12]. Thus, .˛.´/Cˇ.´//b.´/.Cf /.´/ D .f ı /.´/ for all
f 2H .G/, ´ 2 G. Setting in the above equality f  1, we get that .3:1/ holds and
b.´/ 6D 0 for all ´ 2G. We have that C is of the following form:
Cf D 1
.˛Cˇ/b .f ı /: (3.5)
Substituting .3:5/ in .2:2/we get that the operators A and B are of the form 2). The
necessity part is proved.
By a direct calculation we obtain that the pair of operators A and B that is defined
by 1/ or 2/, satisfies the generalized Rubel’s operator equation .1:3/. 
Let us now assume that ˛.´/ ˇ.´/ in G. Consider the operator equation
.A.fg//.´/D ˛.´/..Af /.´/.Bg/.´/C .Ag/.´/.Bf /.´//: (3.6)
Theorem 2. Let G be an arbitrary domain of the complex plane. Let ˛ be an
arbitrary function of H .G/. In order that operator equation .3:6/ has a non-trivial
solution in the class of linear operators on H .G/ it is necessary and sufficient that
the following equality holds:
˛.´/ 6D 0; 8´ 2G: (3.7)
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Under condition .3:7/ a pair of linear operators A, B ofH .G/ satisfies .3:6/ if and
only if either AD 0 and B is an arbitrary linear operator on the spaceH .G/, or the
pair of operators A, B is defined by one of the following conditions:
1/ A.f /D '  .f ı /; B.f /D 1
2˛
.f ı /, where '; 2H .G/, with  .G/G;
2/ A.f /D '  .f 0 ıu/, B.f /D 1
˛
.f ıu/, where ';u 2H .G/, with u.G/G;
3/ the operators A and B are defined by the following formulas
.Af /.´/D
(
'.´/
f .u.´/Cpv.´// f .u.´/ pv.´//
2
p
v.´/
; if ´ 2 V;
'.´/f 0.u.´//; if ´ 2G nV I
.Bf /.´/D
(
f .u.´/Cpv.´//Cf .u.´/ pv.´//
2˛.´/
; if ´ 2 V;
1
˛
f .u.´//; if ´ 2G nV;
where ';u;v 2 H .G/ and v 6 0, the set G nV coincides with the zero set of the
function v.´/; the functions u.´/ and v.´/ are such that the functions 1.´/Du.´/Cp
v.´/ and 2.´/ D u.´/ 
p
v.´/ satisfy the following conditions: 1.G/  G,
2.G/G.
Proof. Assume that the nonzero linear operators A and B of H .G/ satisfy .3:6/.
Let us show that .3:7/ holds. To obtain a contradiction we suppose that there exists
a point ´0 2 G, such that ˛.´0/ D 0. Substituting g  1 in .3:6/ we obtain that
.Af /.´0/D 0 holds for any f 2H .G/. Let n.f / stands for the multiplicity of the
zero ´0 of the functionAf (in the case when .Af /.´/ 0 inG we put n.f /DC1).
Let n0Dminfn.f / W f 2H .G/g. By the assumption the operatorA is nonzero. Then
for an arbitrary f 2H .G/ the point ´0 is a removable singularity for the function
.Af /.´/
.´ ´0/n0 . Define .A1f /.´/ D
.Af /.´/
.´ ´0/n0 if ´ 6D ´0. Then A1 can be extended to an
operator which linearly acts in H .G/. The definition of n0 implies that there exists
the function f0 2H .G/ such that .A1f0/.´0/ 6D 0. For any function f 2H .G/ the
following equality holds:
.Af /.´/D .´ ´0/n.A1f /.´/: (3.8)
Substituting .3:8/ in .3:6/ we obtain that
.A1.fg//.´/D ˛.´/..A1f /.´/.Bg/.´/C .A1g/.´/.Bf /.´// (3.9)
for all f;g 2 H .G/, ´ 2 G. Setting g  1, f D f0 and ´ D ´0 in .3:9/ we get a
contradiction. Thus, .3:7/ holds.
Under condition .3:7/ a pair of linear operators A, B on H .G/ satisfies .3:6/ if
and only if the pair of operators A, ˛B satisfy Rubel’s equation .1:2/. Therefore, the
assertion of the theorem follows from the main theorem of [7]. 
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